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The field-effect transistor offers advantages as a chopping de-

vice since it does not have an offset voltage and it is not speed lirnited

by its response tirne.

Offset and drift are caused by Ieakage current and capacitive

coupling between the control gate and the signal path. The capacitive

component of this drift is proportional to frequency so in order to

increase the chopping frequency and rnaintain low drift, it is neces-

sary to cornpensate for the capacitive drifts.

Two techniques of balancing a second capacitor against the

detrirnental gate-drain capacitance of the chopper are investigated.

First a fixed capacitor is used for balance, and capacitive off-

set is reduced by about t/ ZO.

This balance is then irnproved by using the capacitance of a

second FET for balance. This irnproves capacitive balance by a

factor of two over the fixed capacitor technique and also allows for
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cancellation of leakage currents.

An FET chopper when operating at lOKC and balanced with a

second FET is observed to have a zero drift of less than I0 uv frorn

zooc to t oooc.
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THE FIELD.EFFECT TRANSISTOR AS A
MEDIUM.SPEED, LOW-LEVEL CHOPPER

INTRODUCTION

Low level d. c. arnplification has been a difficult problern since

arnplifiers were first being constructed. Ternperature drifts of cir-

cuit pararneters have caused difficulty by producing drift of the output

while the input rernains constant. These drifts can be rninirnized by

prudent selection of the arnplifying devices and careful circuit design,

but the best perforrnance is attained by use of the chopper arnplifier.

The chopper arnplifier converts the d. c. signal to an a. c. sig-

nal of proportional rnagnitude and then arnplifies the a. c. signal in a

capacitively-coupled arnplifier. The d. c. signal is then restored at

the output. This type of arnplification reduces drift to an absolute

rninirnurn since bias drift in the a. c. arnplifier is not passed to the

output.

The success of the chopper arnplifier depends on the use of a

chopping device which will reliably produce an a. c. output which is

proportional to the d. c. input.

The nearly ideal device for this application is the rnechanical

chopper which is used to periodically short out the input of the arnpli-

fier. This produces a square wave of peak-to-peak arnplitude equal to

the input d. c. signal.
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The disadvantages of the mechanical chopper result principally

frorn the fact that it is a rnechanical device. This lirnits its speed of

operation and its lifetirne.

Since the chopper arnplifier bandwidth is directly proportional

to the chopping frequency, it is desirable to rnaxirnize t}:,e chopping

rate. However, the rnechanical chopper is lirnited to a few hundred

cycles per second chopping rate. This encourages the designer to

search for a non-rnechanical chopping device.

To this end, rnuch work has been directed toward the develop-

rnent of transistor and photoconductive choppers, but these devices

have inherent lirnitations also'

The transistor is capable of fast operation, but it is plagued

with a ternperature sensitive offset voltage of several hundred rnicro-

volts to severaf rnillivotts which produces an a. c. output with zero

d. c. input. In order to chop very srnall signals of rnicrovolt arnpli-

tude, it is necessary to rnatch the offsets of two transistors. A good

rrreasure of success is attained by this balance technique but offset

is still in the tens of rnicrovolts at roorrr ternperature.

The photoconductive chopper does not have the offset difficulties

of the transistor but it has speed lirnitations which prevent the use of

chopping frequencies above about 1 KC.

The field-effect transistor (r'ET) seerns to be a good quality

non-rnechanical chopper since it has no offset voltage like the



conventional transistor and its speed of response is not lirnited like

the photoconductive chopper. It also is not without lirnitation, how-

ever, and this brings out the purpose of this thesis.

The objectives of this thesis are to deterrnine the lirnitations of

the FET chopper and to investigate sorne rnethods of irnproving capa-

bilities at higher chopping rates.



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
FIELD - EFFECT TRANSISTOR

Before proceeding any further, it rnight be werl to include a

brief description of the f'ET and its characteristics.

A cross section of a silicon junction FET is shown in Figure l.

It consists of a current conducting slab of p-type silicon which is

surrounded by an N-type gate. If the voltage on this gate is such to

bias the junction negative, there wiII be a depletion layer, devoid of

current carriers, in the junction region. The rnagnitude of the

reverse bias voltage controls the size of the depletion region which

in turn controls the conductance frorn drain to source. If the voltage

is large enough (this value is ca1led the pinch-off voltage, ,o), the

depletion region will extend across the p-type region and. produce a

nearly zero conductance frorn drain to source.

The transistor characteristic curves resernble those shown in

Figure 2 with the region near the origin representing a voltage-con-

trolled resistance. The gate-source voltage controls the drain-source

re si stanc e.

The isolation between the gate and the drain-source region is

by the reverse-biased diode; so the isolation is lirnited by the capa-

citance and leakage of this junction.

It is this irnperfect isolation which lirnits the FET as a chopper.
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Figure 1. Cross-section of a field-effect transistor.
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Figure 2. Characteristic curves for a field-effect transistor.
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However, it seems worthwhile to pursue its poseibilities

device which has no offset voltage and also has potential

speed chopper (gain-bandwidth is about 20 MC).

6

since it is a

as a rnediurn-



BASIC FIELD-EFT'ECT TRANSISTOR CHOPPER

The basic FET chopper can be constructed in either of two con-

nectione, the eeries or the shunt, as shown in Figure 3.

Both circuits are sirnple, but the absence of the transforrner in

the shunt connection rnakes it the lnore desirable circuit. Also in

favor of the shunt connection is the fact that a d. c. source resistance

can easily be cornpensated for by a ProPer change in the value of R6.

An oscillating voltage at V6 produces an oscillating drain-to-

source resistance which in turn produces an oscillating signal at

eo, I80o out of phase with V6.

With an ideal FET, the signal at eo would have a peak-to-peak

arnplitude which is proportional to the input d. c. voltage and also

depends on the values of R6 ard the rnaxirnurn and rninirnurn of 16"

(the drain-to-source resistance).

Practically, there are errors, however, which show up clearly

when €l = 0, Then ideally, eo should also equal zero' but with a

non-ideal f'ET, a portion of the drive voltage V6 is trfed through"

into the signal path at eo.

Two separate rnechanisrns are responsible for this feed-

through voltage reaching the signal path.

The first mechanisrn is an effective capacitance which exists



e.I

d. c.

Shunt Chopper

Series Chopper

Figure 3. Basic shunt and series choppers.

va4
drive voltage

€o

capacitive feedthrough

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit for capacitive feedtlrough.



between the gate and drain terrninals of the FET. This capacitance,

Cgd, is produced by the fixed capacitance of the transistor housing

plus the voltage-variable capacitance of the reverse-biased gate-drain

diode.

Frorn the equivalent circuit of Figure

that a differentiated forrn of VU will appear

Capacitive feedthrough = RCgd# ; R =

4,

at

with e, = 0. we seeL'

e.o

(R6) (16")

-

R6 * 16"

For a square-wave drive, spikes would be observed at eo and

for a sine wave drive, a sine wave would appear at eo which is dis-

torted by variations in 16" and C96 as V6 varies.

The second rnechanisrn of feedthrough is by reverse leakage

current in the gate diode. This leakage, iL, is srnall at roorn tern-

perature, but since it increases by approxirnately doubling for every

10o of ternperature rise, it becornes significant at higher ternpera-

tures.

These two feedthrough voltages are detrirnental to the chopper

operation since with zero input at e1, an a. c. output appears at eo.

This produces a zeto offset for the arnplifier which at constant

ternperature can easily be cornpensated, but with any ternperature

variation, Cgd, iL, and 16" vdrlr thus producing drift of the d- c.

zero point. Therefore, for a well designed chopper it is desired to

rninirnize thes e feedthrough voltage s.
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Once a transistor has

variables 1eft, one of thern

feedthrough voltages, but it

there are only two circuit

reduction in R6 reduces the

the chopper gain, i. e. :

been chosen,

being R6. A

also reduces

eo (a. c. )

e1 (d. c. )

Ideally:

peak-peak eo

eI
16" (rnax) 16" (rnin)

16" (rnax) + Rd 16" (rnin) + Rd

Reducing R6 causes both feedthrough and gain to decrease, but

gain does not decrease quite as fast as the feedthrough voltage, so

rninirnurn RU is desired. However, a chopper gain reduction places

stiffer requirernents on the arnplifier so a tradeoff rnust be rnade.

Here the choice was Rd = 16" (rnin) which allows a rnaxirnurn chopper

gain of 0. 5.

The rernaining circuit variable is V6 with the possibility of vary-

ing its rnagnitude and shape. It is desired to rninirnize the arnplitude

of V6 since feedthrough is reduced by reducing V6, but also rnaxi-

rnurrr variation of r6u is desired so as to get rnaxirnurn chopper gain.

Frorn the approxirnate relation,

rds'
rds = (1 - vsslvp) rds' = 16" (with Vrs = 0)

it can be seen that if V6 ranges frorn near zero to VO, then a rnaxi-

rnurn variation in 16" would be attained and thus rnaxirnurn chopper

gain would be produced.



II

With the desirability of rninirnurn V , C l, and i" in rnind,
Pgc

the 2N284I, manufactured by Siliconix, Inc., was chosen as the

chopping device. This device has typical characteristics:

rds, = IIK ohrn

vP = I' 2 volt

Cga(Vg"=ol=2Pf

if.(Vgd = IV) = 18 pa

Using a FET with these characteristics and applying the above

reasoning, a chopper can be designed as follows:

RU wouldbe chosen as 1IK ohrns and VU would range frorn 0. I to

1.3 vo1ts. Chopper gain would then be 0.45 and the leakage corrrpo-

nent of feedthrough at roorrr ternperature would be about 0. 2 uv and

is in phase with the driving voltage.

The capacitive cornponent of feedthrough is deterrnined by the

shape of V6. If Vd is a 10 KC sine wave, V1 is approxirnately:

V1(capacitive) = Zn(tOKC)(8I(o)(I. 2V)(zpf) = 1. 3 rnv

8K ohrn is the average value of R6 in parallel with 16".

This voltage is very nearly 90o out of phase with the drive

voltage.

With a square-wave drive, the height of the switching spikes

depends on the rise and fall tirnes of the square wave. If these tirnes

were 2 us, the spikes would be about (IIK))(zpf.l(L.ZY/Zus)= 13 rnv.

The sine-wave drive was chosen for two reasons. First, the
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frequency response of the arnplifier used with a square-wave chopper

rnust be significantly higher than the chopper drive frequency in order

to rnaintain the square nature of the signal. Secondly, the arnplifier

has a tendency to be overdriven by the 13 rnv spikes.

\,Vith a sine-wave drive chopper arnplifier, as shown in Figure

5, which has a zero-phase-shift a. c. arnplifier and the dernodulator

exactly in phase with the chopper, a large portion of the capacitive

feedthrough will be removed at the dernodulator. Rernoval occurs

since the dernodulator is phase sensitive. Maxirnurn d. c. output re-

sults frorn signals in phase with the dernodulator while signals 90o

out of phase with the dernodulator produce zero d. c. at the output, as

shown in Figure 6.

In order for cornplete rernoval of the feedthrough voltage, it is

necessary that the feedthrough be precisely 90o out of phase with the

dernodulator if V1(can) is a sine wave, and if it is not a sine wave, the

average value between 0 and rr must equal the average between n and

2r.

However, with 1.3 rnv of capacitive feedthrough, 1000 to I

rejection would be required at the dernodulator to prevent rnasking of

rnicrovolt signals. This is difficult to achieve since it requires

excellent synchronization of the dernodulator and constant phase shift

for the arnplifier.

At lower frequencies the capacitive feedthrough is less



Chopper

O WVW
d. c. input R ,

°1

A. C. Amplifier

Demodulator

Figure 5. Basic Chopper Amplifier.

0 IT 2tt

Demodulator Drive Voltage

Demodulated A. C. Signal in Phase

with Demodulator

Demodulated A. C. signal 90 Out of

Phase with Demodulator; Output D. C.

is Zero

Figure 6. Demodulator Phase Characteristics.
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troublesome, but at higher frequencies it, of course, gets worse.

Thus for higher frequency operation, it would be desirable to remove

or in some way compensate for the capacitive feedthrough.
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FIXED-CAPACITOR COMPENSATION

The simplest technique for removal of the capacitive feedthrough

relies on the fact that the feedthrough is nearly sinusoidal in nature.

A sine wave which is 180° out of phase with the feedthrough voltage is

added to it and as a result, the voltage sum is nearly zero.

The circuit for this technique is illustrated in Figure 7. The

amplitude of Vji is adjusted to produce maximum cancellation of the

feedthrough voltage. Cancellation depends on balance between the

fixed C and C j so any variation of C , with gate-to-source voltage

or with temperature -will produce an unbalance. An estimation of the

amount of cancellation can be gained from Figure 8 which illustrates

typical variation of C - with gate to source voltage and temperature.

For examplej the average difference between a fixed 1. 8 pf

capacitor and C _, at room temperature is about 0. 1 pf. This has

reduced the effective capacitance by a factor of about l/ZO so we could

expect the 1. 3 mv feedthrough at 10 KC to be reduced to about 50 uv.

However, a temperature rise to 100°C would raise the average

capacitance difference to 0. 3 pf and the feedthrough would raise to

about 190 uv.

Since this feedthrough voltage is the sum of two voltages 90° out
i

of phase with V^ , the demodulator should still remove a large



Vd2 O

C (fixed)

d. c. input
A/^VW

a. c. output

°1

(Pf)

vdiO

Figure 7. FET chopper with fixed-capacitor compensation.

3.0 -

2.0

1.0

100°C

60°C

1.0

Vgs (volts)
2.0

Figure 8. Typical gate-drain capacitance of 2N2841

vs. gate-source voltage and temperature.
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portion of this feedthrough. If. a Z0 to I rernoval of feedthrough over

signal at the dernodulator were attained, one could expect a zero off-

set drift due to capacitive feedthrough frorn 5 uv to 19 uv over the

ternperature range 2OoC to 100oC. This is with a chopping rate of

10 KC and should depend proportionately on the chopping rate. For

instance, at 100 KC, drift would be 50 uv to 190 uv.

Added to the capacitive-feedthrough drift would be the drift due

to leakage. If at roorn ternperature i" (rnax) = 20 pa, then leakage

feedthrough = 0. Z .uv. This is in phase with the drive voltage and

would correspond to a zero offset of.0.4 uv since the chopper gain is

0.5.

At I00oC, i,, (rnax) has increased to 5 na,

would then be 100 uv. This offset is independent

frequency.

so

of

the zero off set

the chopping

Also affected by ternperature is the chopper gain sinc" rd",

varies with ternperature. This change can be estirnated frorn the

relation rds, = L/gt" (g1" is the zero-bias transconductance) and frorn

the estirnation that 91" varies -lf Z percent per oC t"rrrp.rature rise.

At 100oC, rdsr has risen frorn 1l K to 19 K producing a chopper gain

reduction frorn 0. 46 to 0. 35, a drop of. 24 percent.

So at I0KC, it should be possible to construct a chopper arnpli-

fier with IZ0 uv zero drift over the ternperature range 2OoC to l00oC.

Gain would be expected to drop about 24 percent.
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DIODE-CAPACITOR BALANCE

Further refinernents on the fixed-capacitor balance scherne can

be realized with the use of a diode capacitor to rnatch the gate-drain

capacitance of the FET. knprovernent results since both capacitors

are voltage variable and also since both change with ternperature in

the sarne rnanner.

The type of capacitor which would best balance the gate-drain

capacitance of one FET would be the corresponding capacitance of

another FET. A circuit connection which offers a good capacitance

balance is shown in Figure 9. With YdZ= -Vat and with Cgdt = CgdZ

at all voltages and ternperatures, perfect cancellation of capacitive

feedthrough would occur.

cancellation of the leakage feedthrough is also possible with

this connection. Thus potentially this connection would offer cornplete

cancellation of both capacitive and leakage feedthroughs.

However, even if two identical IrET' s were available, diff er-

ences in the capacitances and the leakages would be expected since

the interelectrode voltages on the two transistors are not identical .

The gate-drain voltages are identical, but the drain-source voltage

of T1 is nearly zero while the gate-source voltage of. T2 is nearly

zeto.
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Compensating
FET

Chopping FET

Figure 9. FET chopper with second FET for compensation.

eo (a. c. )

HP 4O3A

AC Millivoltmeter

0
L

rl-i !- -r
^lLgcP 

r10KC. 0.1V RMS

d. c. variable

eo (a. c. )

HP 4O3A

AC Millivoltmeter

Figure 10. Capacitance Measuring Circuits.

e^(a. c. )
L- 

-

(d.c. )

e1 (a. c. ) 2n(10KCX75KO)
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The capacitances of three transistors were rneasured under both

conditions, using the circuits of Figure 10, and the results indicated

that Crdl= CgdZ within the accuracy of the rneasurernents (within

less than 10 percent).

The leakages under both sets of terminal voltages were also

tested, using the circuits of Figure 11. llere also it was found that

i,,l = iLZ to within about 10 percent.

It can therefore be concluded that in order to deterrnine if two

transistors will balance, it is necessary to test the transistors under

only one of the interelectrode voltage conditions.

If a good match between both capacitance and leakage cannot be

found, then an evaluation of the desired application will reveal which

is rnore irnportant to rnatch.

Frorn the analysis of the fixed-capacitor corrrpensated chopper,

it was seen that at a 10 KC chopping rate and a 100oC ternperature

rnaximum that the expected zero drift would consist of 100 uv by

leakage plus about 20 uv by capacitive feedthrough.

Clearly for these conditions of chopping rate and ternperature

range, the leakage current is rnost offensive. Therefore, the rnost

noticeable irnprovements would result frorn a close rnatch of leakage

currents for T, and Tr, this rnatch being rnost critical at elevated

ternperature s.

At higher frequencies and less stringent ternperature conditions,



ZL

Eo

HP 412 A

Eo

1 KC Rate
FET Chopper l: prifier

Figure 11. Gate-drain leakage measurement circuits,

i,=i9
"R

5

4

igd 
3

(na)

2

I

vro (volts)

Figure 12. Gate-drain leakage. Currents measuted at 10Oo C.
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however, the drift due to capacitive feedthrough would be most im

portant and a good capacitance match would be more important than

a good leakage match. However, a capacitance match which is main

tained at less than five percent under voltage and temperature varia

tions would be difficult to achieve. Therefore, if the average capaci

tance difference were at best two percent, the maximum expected

reduction of the 1. 3 mv of uncompensated capacitive feedthrough at

10 KC would be to 26 uv.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the above predictions, an uncornpensated chopper was

constructedwith Rd = 10K ohrns andwith Vd " 10 KC sine wave with

a d, c. value of. 0.7 volt and a peak-toaeak value of. l. Z volt. The

chopping transisto, (Tt) had rU"r = lOK ohrn and Vp = I. 1voIt. Its

leakage is shown in Figure I? and capacitance is shown in Figure 13.

The roorn ternperature feedthrough for this chopper was 900 uv

peak-to-peak (Photograph 1). Use of a fixed capacitor for cornpensa-

tion reduced this feedthrough to 50 uv (Photograph 2). The use of a

second FET for cornpensation reduced the feedthrough to about Z0 uv

(Photograph 3).

The leakage and capacitance

(T2) are also shown in Figures 12

of. T2 was allowed for by adjusting

the best balance.

of the cornpensating transistor

and 13. The larger capacitance

the amplitude of V62 to produce

With the arnplitude of V62 set at roorn ternperature, the trans-

istors were placed in a ternperature controlled oven. At tO0o C,

the feedthrough with fixed-capacitor cornpensation had increased to

90 uv peak-to-peak (Photograph 4) and the feedthrough for the two-

transistor chopper had increased to 40 uv (Photograph 5).

A complete chopper arnplifier was constructed as in Figure 14
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C
gd

@f)

Compensating
Trarrsistor

V*4 (volts)

13. Gate*Drain Capacitance Measurements.Figure
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Photograph 1

Uncompensated C apacitive Fe edtluough ;

Vertical: 200 uvldiv. Horizontal:
Room Temperatru€.

50 us/div.

Feedthrough Balanced wit}l Fixed Capacitor; Room Temperattue.
Vertical: 20 uv/div. Horizontal: 50 us/div.

TTIITITII;7ry I;r?' Fr fnu ?

L. Jl ir A. - {\,k.

Photograph 3

FeedtJrrough Balanced with Second FET; Room temperature.
Vertical: 10 uv/div. Horizontal: 5O us/div.

rl]rlt'ItrIJr,lullrrririllttl
IUTIT'TTU|T

Photograph 2
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Photograph 4
Fixed-Capacitor Compensation at 1OOoC.

Vertical: 20 uv/div. Horizontal: 50 rrs/div.

rrrirnrrrr]II!IIIII'I-I Irullll;,ririlirti

Compensation with Second FET at 1OOoC.

Vertical: 10 uv/div. Horizontal: 50 us/div.

ItrallrlInllril

FI;l;rl;l'ril
Photograph 5
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with the demodulator tirned to cornpensate for about 15 degrees phase

shift in the a. c. arnplifier. For fixed-capacitor cornpensation, T 
Z

was replaced by a 5 pf fixed capacitor.

The output of the dernodulator at 100o C for the chopper with

fixed-capacitor cornpensation is shown in Photograph 5 and the de-

rnodulator output for the two-transistor chopper is shown in Photo-

graph 7. The spikes in these photographs were produced by the

demodulator which was driven by a 4 volt square wave, These spikes

produced a zeto offeet at the output but since this offset was constant

under the tests rnade, it had no effect on the drift Ereasuremente.

The breadboard and test equiprnent are shown in Photograph 8.

The d. c. zeto drift for the chopper with fixed-capacitor corn-

pensation was recorded as 63 uv as referred to the input, while for

the two-transistor chopper, zero drift was less than l0 uv.

These drifts can be attributed rnainly to leakage effects and

reduction of drift with the two-transistor chopper can be explained

the good rnatch of high ternperature leakage currents shown in

Figure 12.

Since the drift is caused mainly by the leakage currents, an

increase in the chopping rate would not cause a proportionate increase

in zero drift. For exarnple, if the drift at 10 KC were 10 uv, then at

I00 KC, a drift of about 40 uv would be expected. However, drift

lrreasurernents at I00 KC were not possible since a low-noise a. c.

the

by
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Photograph 6

Demodulator Output at 100oC. Input = 0. Fixed{apacitor Compensation.
Upper Trace is Drive Voltage.

o' 5 v/div' 
Horizontal: 25 us/div.vertical: 

5u mv/orv.
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Photograph 7

Demodulator Output at 10OoC. Input = 0. Compensation with Second FET.
Upper Trace is Drive Voltage.

o' 5 V/div' 
Horizontal: 25 us/div.Vertical: 

5U mv/drv.
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Photograph 8

Breadboard and Test Equipment.

(,
o
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amplifier with this bandwidth was not available.

Further observations at l0 KC showed that for both the capaci-

tively compensated arnplifier and the two-transistor amplifier, the

room temperature gain of I58 dropped to I20 at l00o C. This was the

24 percent gain reduction predicted by the estimation of the increase

of the drain-to-source resistance with ternperature.

It should be noted that the two-transistor circuit produces drifts

under therrnal transient conditions which are larger than the I0 uv

listed above. Ternperature differences between T1 and T2 produce

capacitance and leakage rnismatches which destroy the desired balance

and produce drifts, A cornmon heat sink for the two transistors

should provide a satisfactory solution to this problem, however.

It should also be noted that the useof an FET as the compensating

device is not essential. A standard diode could be used instead if one

could be found with capacitances and leakages sirnilar to those of the

FET gate diode. Atternpts were rnade to cornpensate with a lN9t4,

but large leakage rnisrnatch produced poor results.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A chopper amplifier has been designed and constructed which

when operate<i at a I0 KC chopping rate and over a ternperature range

zoo c to I00o c has a zet'o drift of less than l0 uv. However, low

drift depends on a critical balance between two components and will

suffer under any conditions disturbing this balance.

Providing that a suitable a, c. amplifier were availabre, the

chopping rate could be easily increased to lo0 KC with an expected

drift increase to about 40 uv, but at this rate and higher frequencies,

demodulator synchronization and stability of the drive voltage (vat)

and balancing voltage (V62) would becorne lnore critical.

The FET can be used as a medium-speed chopping device, but

the rnaxirnum chopping rate is determined by the allowab1e drift of

the zero point.
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